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Abstract: Web browser extensions are the preferred method for end-users to modify existing web applications (and the browser itself) to fulfill unanticipated requirements. Some extensions improve existing websites based on online data, combining techniques such as mashups and augmentation. To obtain data when no APIs are available, extension developers resort to scraping. Scraping is frequently implemented with hard-coded DOM references, making code fragile. Scraping becomes more difficult when a scraping pipeline involves several websites (i.e., the result of scraping composes elements from various websites). It is challenging (if not impossible) to reuse the scraping code in different browser extensions. We propose a data service layer for browser extensions. It encapsulates site-specific search and scraping logic and exposes object-oriented search APIs. The data service layer includes a visual programming environment for the specification of data search and object model creation, which are exposed then as a programmatic API. While using this data service layer, developers are unconcerned with the complexity of data search, retrieval, scraping, and composition.

1 INTRODUCTION

The web browser has evolved beyond being a mere client for displaying web pages. It has transformed into a robust platform capable of running feature-rich applications known as web browser extensions (referred to interchangeably as browser extensions or simply extensions). These extensions serve to enhance websites and augment the web browser with additional functionalities. For instance, extensions can introduce new capabilities to the browser, such as web scraping. They can also enhance accessibility, integrate crypto-wallets, modify the appearance or behavior of loaded web pages, customize the default behavior of the new tab page, or even serve as a platform for hosting specific applications within the web browser.

Numerous browser extensions rely on online content, often utilizing web scraping techniques to retrieve the necessary information. Alternatively, some extensions leverage APIs to access specific data elements. For example, there are multiple browser extensions designed to provide alerts regarding cryptocurrency fluctuations. These extensions typically scrape information from online crypto portals or utilize APIs to access real-time data.

In various other instances, information is scraped from web pages and integrated into web augmentation artifacts or mashup applications (Diaz and Arellano, 2015).

While the availability of APIs has increased over the years, web scraping remains a widely employed technique for extracting web content, primarily due to the lack of APIs provided by many existing websites. However, web scraping poses several challenges.

Firstly, scraping code often relies on hardcoded DOM references, making it susceptible to breakages when websites undergo modifications. Any changes to the website’s structure can render the scraping code ineffective.

Secondly, scraping becomes more complex when the process involves multiple websites. For instance, scraping pipelines that aggregate data from various sources require additional effort to handle and integrate the scraped elements effectively.

Thirdly, reusability of scraping code across different browser extensions is often challenging, if not impossible. The specific requirements and contexts of each extension may differ, necessitating modifications or customizations to the scraping code for...
each use case. Overall, while web scraping remains a prevalent technique for content retrieval, its implementation and maintenance can present difficulties related to website changes, multi-site scraping, and code reusability in different browser extensions.

This paper introduces a data service layer designed specifically for browser extensions. This layer serves as an encapsulation of site-specific search and scraping logic, offering object-oriented search APIs. A key component of the data service layer is a visual programming environment, which enables users to specify data search and object model creation. These specifications are then exposed as programmatic APIs.

Users have the ability to define a search API that leverages the search functionality of an existing website and specifies how search results should be abstracted into objects. Furthermore, users can combine multiple search APIs to construct more complex object models. When a search request is made to a composed API, it automatically triggers requests to its constituent APIs and establishes connections between the resulting objects, ultimately returning a graph of interconnected objects.

By utilizing these APIs, extension developers can create browser extensions without being burdened by the complexities of data search, retrieval, scraping, and composition. The data service layer streamlines the process and enables developers to focus on building extensions based on the APIs created through this layer.

The data service layer serves as a crucial intermediary between a website’s DOM and the implementation of extensions. By separating the search APIs and object models from the website’s structure, the layer significantly simplifies the maintenance process when websites undergo changes. With this approach, browser extensions can continue functioning without requiring immediate modifications.

The potential impact of this proposed data service layer is substantial, particularly considering the vast number of existing browser extensions and user scripts available in public repositories. Just focusing on Google Chrome Browser, there are currently over 137,345 extensions available. Furthermore, web augmentation artifacts such as user scripts have their own extensive repositories, with platforms like greasyfork.org hosting thousands of artifacts. Integrating these existing artifacts with the data service layer could greatly enhance their functionality and ease the development of new extensions.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a motivating example. Section 3 presents the approach, its architecture, the tool involved in creating search APIs, and the tool used for defining information models. Section 3.4 briefly presents a usability study. Section 5 introduces related works, and finally, Section 6 presents conclusions and future works.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Figure 1 depicts a UI mockup of a browser extension that provides a mashup application for the domain of scientific research. The development of the mentioned mashup application involves integrating multiple components and implementing web scraping techniques. Here is a breakdown of the steps involved:

- Utilize the search engine from Springer: The browser extension needs to incorporate the search functionality provided by Springer. This involves making requests to the Springer search engine and retrieving the results.
- Parse the DOM of the results page: Once the search results are obtained from Springer, the browser extension needs to parse the HTML DOM (Document Object Model) of the results page to extract relevant information about the articles, such as their titles and other details.

Figure 1: Mockup of a browser extension to mashup results from Springer, Google Scholar, and DBLP.
Figure 2: Procedure to create the Springer search API.
• Retrieve the number of citations from Google Scholar: After selecting an article from Springer, the extension needs to extract the article’s title and use it to search for the same article on Google Scholar. By parsing the DOM of the Google Scholar results page, the number of citations for the article can be retrieved.

• Obtain related articles from DBLP: Similarly, when an article’s author is selected, the extension needs to extract the author’s information and use it to search for related articles on DBLP. By scraping the relevant data from the DBLP website, the extension can retrieve and display the related articles.

To accomplish these tasks, the browser extension developer must create custom scrapers for all three websites: Springer, Google Scholar, and DBLP. Additionally, the developer must program the logic to establish the pipeline of data retrieval and processing. This includes passing the article title from Springer to Google Scholar and the author’s information from Springer to DBLP.

3 THE APPROACH AND TOOLS

In this section, we present the approach and tools. First, we provided an overview of the ANDES approach to create search APIs based on web page annotations. Then, we describe the architecture of our proposal. Then, the model editor is presented, which makes it possible to compose different search APIs to create more complex information models.

3.1 ANDES Search APIs

This work is based on ANDES’ concept of search APIs as reported in (removed for double blind revision, 2022). By means of web annotation and scraping techniques, ANDES abstracts the search functionality of any website into a reusable search API. Calling the search operation on the API triggers the corresponding search and scraping behavior and returns a collection of (JavaScript) objects. ANDES offers tools to annotate the UI search components (search input, trigger button, pagination buttons, etc.) and to abstract the search results as domain objects. The user defines the type of the resulting object, its properties, and the mapping from the content of the results web page to property values.

Further details about ANDES can be found in (removed for double blind revision, 2022). For the sake of comprehension, Figure 2 depicts the main parts of the procedure to create a search API for Springer (as required for the motivating example). The user conducts a search on the website of interest (in this case, Springer’s website) and, once results are displayed, clicks on the browser extension icon (Step 1). The main UI of the ANDES’ browser extension opens. She selects the “Services” button (Step 2) and clicks on the “New service” button (Step 3). She assigns a name to the new search service, in this case, “Springer” (Step 4). Then, the user selects the text input area in the search form using point-and-click interaction (Step 5). Once the text input has been selected, she chooses a UI element (a DOM node) containing one result. Finally, she defines a semantic type for the result and the repetition strategy that correctly collects all results available on the sample page (Step 6). Behind the scenes, each option in this menu represents an xPath used to retrieve all the results. Once result elements are identified, the user connects parts (sub-nodes in the DOM) of the result element to properties (Step 7).

3.2 Architecture

The data service layer and related editors are packaged as a standalone browser extension. Once installed in a web browser, the editors can be used to define both the search APIs for specific websites and the composition models to create more complex information objects. Both kinds of artifacts will become available for other browser extensions.

Figure 3 shows an overview of the architecture. It shows that the data service layer includes two tools (Search API tool and API composition tool), each one generating a kind of artifact that is stored in this layer. It also provides an API Interaction service layer that
allows other browser extensions to consume the information models created with the API composition tool.

Figure 4 presents a high-level design of the data service layer. Search APIs are exposed through instances of SearchModel, managed by the ModelRegistry. Instances of SearchModel implement the search() operation called by the clients of the data service layer. In the most interesting case, a SearchModel has ComposedSearchAPI that drives the main search and composition task. In turn, the ComposedSearchAPI has one BasicSearchAPI (its main search) and one or more Augmenters. Given an object (a result from the main search), an Augmenter builds a search query, conducts a search on another search API, and injects the results as a new object property. The collaboration will become clearer in the following sections.

![Figure 4: High-level design of the data service layer.](image)

### 3.3 Search API Composition

To better understand how the data service layer is used to create browser extensions, let us return to the motivating example presented in Section 2. The main idea is to obtain a search model based on the composition of search APIs for Springer, DBLP, and Google Scholar. The model should integrate information from the three websites in a single response. Specifically, when the model is asked to search for something, it uses the Springer search service. In addition, the response also includes the number of citations obtained from Google Scholar and a collection of related articles (articles from the first author) obtained from DBLP.

To create an information model based on search service composition, the user creates the search services of the websites that he wishes to integrate, following the process presented in Section 3.1. Then, the user starts the API Composition Tool from the extension’s main UI. Next, the extension shows an editor (Figure 7) where the defined search services are presented in a panel on the left, and the composition canvas is the main component of the UI. The user drags and drops the services he wants to compose (i.e., Springer, Google Scholar, and DBLP services) into the canvas. Each search service is shown as a node of a graph. To integrate the results of the search services, the user creates links between the nodes. A link indicates that each result in the origin search service (e.g., Springer) will have a property holding related results in the target search service (e.g., DBLP). The link is configured with a) the name of the property holding the results (e.g., “related-articles”), b) a property in the model of the origin service whose value will be used as a query string to search in the destination service (e.g., “first-author”), and c) the strategy used to select which results to keep (e.g., “all results”). In this way, the integration between services can be one-to-one (connect to the object corresponding to the first or to any search result) or one-to-N (connect to a collection with all the results). Figure 5 depicts the resulting object model, following the design presented in Figure 4. The SearchModel relies on a ComposedSearchAPI that starts with a BasicSearchAPI (on Springer) and uses two Augmenters. One of them injects results obtained from a BasicSearchAPI configured on DBLP, and the other one injects results from a BasicSearchAPI configured on Google Scholar. Figure 6 provides additional details regarding the interactions occurring when the search() operation is called on a SearchModel object.

![Figure 5: Object diagram corresponding to the motivating example.](image)

### 3.4 Using the Data Service Layer

In this section, two use cases are presented. The first one corresponds to the mashup application presented as the motivating example in Section 2. The sec-

---

1In the simplest case, the SearchModels has only a BasicSearchAPI, which results in a functionality comparable to what was already provided by ANDES as described in Section 3.1.
ond one is a web augmenter that augments Springer’s website with more information about a specific paper. Both examples use the same search model, which was presented in the previous section.

3.4.1 A Mashup Application

Consider the motivating example discussed in Section 2. The browser extension presents a main screen (see the browser window in the middle of Figure 8) with an input text, where the user enters a topic to search for (in this example, it was “scraping”). The search button triggers a search using the search model. Results are displayed along with the number of citations (which is extracted from Google Scholar) and related articles of the selected author (extracted from DBLP).

Next, we discuss key parts of the source code (see Listing 1) to show that the developer remains unconcerned about the underlying web requests and scraping tasks.

To trigger the search, the mashup developer uses the data service layer whose API has the “search” method, shown in line 2. This method receives several parameters: the text to search, the name of the target search model. When the service layer is invoked through the search function, it executes the model and returns a JSON object, whose structure is composed of the information extracted from the three websites.

```
function searchData (args) {
    var api = new dataServiceLayer();
    api.search(args.searchQuery, args.searchModelName).then(
        papers => {
            scope.results = papers
        }
    )
}
```

Listing 1: Source code for the service layer invocation.

3.4.2 Springer Website Augmenter

Consider the augmentation of Springer’s website depicted in Figure 9. The website is augmented to show further information about the paper that the user is navigating. In this case, the augmenter adds the number of citations (extracted from Google Scholar) and also further articles in which the first author has participated (extracted from DBLP).

Note that the code the developer must write to conduct searches and obtain the results is the same as in the mashup application previously discussed. The data service layer not only hides the complexity of scraping data from several websites and integrating this data but also supports reuse among different browser extensions.

4 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

We conducted a usability study involving 16 participants to assess the tool’s usability and identify any usability issues. The intention is to subsequently conduct a more comprehensive experiment to examine the impacts and applicability of the approach thoroughly. The method for creating basic search APIs described in Section 3.1 was evaluated in (removed for double blind revision, 2022).

In this new study, participants were asked to do 7 tasks related to the creation and edition of API composition models. The model that participants were asked to create corresponds to the motivating example, using Springer, Google Scholar, and DBLP. 13 participants managed to complete the tasks, 2 participants completed 4 tasks, and 1 participant completed 5 tasks. It is important to mention that participants had no programming skills.

Upon completing the tasks, we utilized the System Usability Scale (SUS) method to assess usability, which yielded an average score of 68.11. Based on various standards, this score is considered acceptable.

5 RELATED WORKS

Web scraping means extracting non-structured (or partially structured) data from websites, often simulating the browsing behavior. Normally, it is used to automate data extraction to obtain more complex information, which means that end users are not usually involved in determining what information to look for and still less about what to do with the abstracted objects.
Some websites already tag their contents allowing other software artifacts (for instance, a web browser plugin) to process those annotations and improve interaction with that structured content. A well-known
approach for giving some meaning to web data is Microformats (Khare and Çelik, 2006). Some approaches leverage the underlying meaning given by Microformats, detecting those objects present on the web page and allowing users to interact with them in new ways. A very similar approach is Microdata. Considering Semantic web approaches and an aim similar to our proposal, (Kalou et al., 2013) presents an approach for mashups based on semantic information; however, it depends too heavily on the original application owners, something that is not always viable. Moreover, when analyzing the Web, we see that the majority of websites do not provide this annotation layer. According to (Bizer et al., 2013), only 5.64% among 40.6 million websites provide some kind of structured data (Microformats, Microdata, RDFa, etc.). This reality emphasizes the significance of empowering users to incorporate semantic structure in situations where it is lacking.

Several approaches let users specify the structure of existing contents to ease the management of relevant information objects. For instance, HayStack (Karger et al., 2005) offers an extraction tool that allows users to populate a semantic-structured information space. Atomate it! (Kleek et al., 2010) offers a reactive platform that could be set to the collected objects by means of rule definitions. Then the user can be informed when something interesting happens (e.g., a new movie is available). (Van Kleek et al., 2012) allows the creation of domain-specific applications that work over the objects defined in a PIM. Rousillon is an interesting approach based on end-user programming for defining scrapers based on hierarchical data (Chasins et al., 2018). In (Katongo et al., 2021), another approach is presented to enable web customization through web scraping defined by users without programming skills. However, it differs from our approach because many browser extensions can use our data service layer.

Web augmentation is a popular approach that lets end users improve web applications by altering original web pages with new content or functionality not originally contemplated by their developers. Nowadays, users may specify their own augmentations by using end-user programming tools.

In previous work, the ANDES approach (removed for double blind revision, 2022) was introduced as a means of enabling end-user programming of search APIs based on the search functionality of websites. While the current paper builds upon ANDES, two noteworthy contributions distinguish it from the previous work. Firstly, ANDES primarily focuses on ancillary searches, which involve using the created search APIs to augment websites with the results of specific ancillary searches. In contrast, the present work extends the concept of search APIs by integrating them into a data service layer. This means that the search APIs are now offered as part of a broader framework that provides various data services. In comparison with ANDES, the second significant contribution of this paper is the proposed method and tool for composing search APIs. They allow for the creation complex information objects whose internal structures are populated with data retrieved and scraped from multiple sources. By enabling the composition of search APIs, developers can leverage information from diverse sources to construct comprehensive information models.
Other interesting tools have emerged in the context of end-user programming and web augmentation (Díaz et al., 2014). Reuse in web augmentation has also been tackled before. For example, Scripting Interface (Díaz et al., 2010) is oriented to better support reuse by generating a conceptual layer over the DOM, specifically for user scripts. Since the specification of a scripting interface could be defined in two distinct websites, the augmentation artifacts written in terms of that interfaces could be reused. However, these scripting interfaces do not consider the search engines provided by web applications.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this article, we highlight the unique nature of browser extensions as software tools that enable users to customize their web browsing experience. While some browser extensions can be developed without programming skills using end-user development tools, the complexity increases when scraping is involved.

The article introduces a data service layer approach to simplify the development process for browser extensions that require web scraping. The approach enables developers to define web scraping operations in a no-code manner by automating the interaction with search engines, effectively creating search services or APIs for websites that do not offer them. These search APIs can then be combined to create more complex information models, allowing developers to retrieve data from multiple websites in a single invocation.

An exciting outcome of the presented approach and tool is its potential integration into other browser extensions that aim to provide end-user programming capabilities. Incorporating this data service, including the end-user programming tools for defining search services and APIs composition, can serve as a foundational layer within a broader end-user programming tool for more general-purpose artifacts such as mashups or web augmenters. In addition, this integration would empower users to leverage web scraping capabilities seamlessly, enhancing their ability to customize and extend the functionality of browser extensions.

By embedding the data service layer into other extensions, developers can provide a comprehensive environment that combines the benefits of end-user programming with the flexibility of web scraping. This would enable a wider range of users to create sophisticated browser extensions that rely on scraping and aggregating information from various websites.

A usability study was conducted to assess the effectiveness of the approach. While some usability issues were identified, the majority of participants, even those without programming skills, were able to define the necessary API compositions for the given tasks, demonstrating promising results.

As part of future work, the authors plan to conduct a more comprehensive experiment to validate other aspects of the data service layer approach. This will contribute to further refining and enhancing the usability and effectiveness of the proposed method.
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